INTRODUCING A NEW GRANT FROM KURE IT CANCER RESEARCH

KURE IT COMMITS $1M GRANT TO

赵 CHAO FAMILY
COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER
UNIVERSITY of CALIFORNIA · IRVINE
A National Cancer Institute-Designated Comprehensive Cancer Center

This grant will fund the brightest minds in cancer research **IN PERPETUITY**

Every dollar donated to Kure It for our $1M commitment to UCI WILL BE MATCHED by an additional dollar donated by an anonymous UCI donor

This means **YOUR DONATION** to this commitment is **WORTH TWICE ITS VALUE**

Kure It will receive **FULL RECOGNITION** at UCI’s Cancer Center for the $2M commitment

KURE IT’S COMMITMENT TO UCI’S CANCER CENTER HAS 2 DISTINCT PURPOSES:

When fully funded, **$90K+ WILL BE GENERATED EVERY SINGLE YEAR** by Kure It’s grant, providing critical, sustained funding for cancer research at UCI, in perpetuity

This grant will endow a fulltime Cancer Researcher at UCI, the: “KURE IT CANCER RESEARCH ENDOwed CHAIR IN GENITOURINARY ONCOLOGY RESEARCH”**

During 2019, **US STORAGE CENTERS /WESTPORT PROPERTIES** continue to FULLY-FUND Kure It’s operating expenses

**TOGETHER WE CAN ERADICATE CANCER!**

*the genitourinary tract includes the genital and urinary organs

www.kureit.org | 2201 Dupont Drive, Suite 700, Irvine, CA 92612 | Phone: (949) 748-5954

Kure It Cancer Research is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization, Tax I.D. #26-4343040. Your donation is tax deductible as allowed by the law.